Three-dimensional structure, binding, and spectroscopic characteristics of the monoclonal antibody 43.1 directed to the carboxyphenyl moiety of fluorescein.
Unlike other known anti-fluorescein antibodies, the monoclonal antibody 43.1 is directed toward the fluorescein's carboxyl phenyl moiety. It demonstrates a very high affinity (KD ∼ 70 pM) and a fast association rate (kon ∼ 2 × 10(7) M(-1 ) s(-1) ). The three-dimensional structure of the Fab 43.1-fluorescein complex was resolved at 2.4 Å resolution. The antibody binding site is exclusively assembled by the CDR loops. It is comprised of a 14 Å groove-shaped entrance leading to a 9 Å by 7 Å binding pocket. The highly polar binding pocket complementary encloses the fluorescein's carboxyphenyl moiety and tightly fixes it by multiple hydrogen bonds. The fluorescein's xanthene ring is embedded in the more hydrophobic groove and stacked between the side chains of Tyr37L and of Arg99H providing conditions for an excited state electron transfer process. In comparison to fluorescein, the absorption spectrum of the complex in the visible region is shifted to the "red" by 23 nm. The complex demonstrates a very weak fluorescence (Φc = 0.0018) with two short lifetime components: 0.03 ns (47%) and 0.8 ns (24%), which reflects a 99.8% fluorescein emission quenching effect upon complex formation. The antibody 43.1 binds fluorescein with remarkable affinity, fast association rate, and strongly quenches its emission. Therefore, it may present a practical interest in applications such as molecular sensors and switches.